INTRODUCTION
This series is devoted to revealing the Afro-Asiatic heritage in the lexicon of the DanglaMigama languages, among which we fi nd Bidiya, a language spoken in one of the southern provinces of the Republic of Tchad, at the western chains of the Abu-Telfan. The number of Bidiya people was estimated in 1963 around 12.500. Together with Dangla, Migama, (?) Mokilko 1 (and presumably the closely related Mahwa, Mogum), Bidiya belongs to the so-called Dangla-Migama group 2 of the eastern subbranch of the Chadic languages, which represent the sixth (or, according to others, fi fth) branch of the Afro-Asiatic (Semito-Hamitic) macrofamily (1. Semitic, 2. Egyptian, 3. Berber, 4. Cushitic, 5. Omotic, 6. Chadic).
The present article is at a time in fact a sort of a examination of a recently published dictionary from the standpoint of etymology. This is the fi rst comprehensive lexicon of 1 The position of Mokilko is debated. In JI 1994 II, XV it is classifi ed within the same group where Dangla and Migama belong. Other works (e.g. Cpr. & Jng. 1973, 40; Brt & Nwm. 1978, 305; Jng. 1981, 411; JS 1981, 16; Stl. 1991, 329; 1996, 8) , in turn, unisono maintain that Mokilko represents alone a distinct group within East Chadic (this is the recent position of Prof. Jungraithmayr too, p.c. in 2002). V. BLAŽEK (1994, 93) published his lexicostatistical result on the interrelation of four East Chadic languages (Sokoro, Jegu, Mubi, Mokilko) on the basis of the Swadesh 100 wordlist, according to which Mokilko stands closest to Mubi. But Blažek did not take the lexicon of the Dangla-Migama languages into account, so his proposal has no testimony value in this question. 3 The new Bidiya lexicon has been reviewed by many authors from different viewpoints. 4 The aim of my paper is to show the multivalence of the Bidiya sibilant affricates and how the lexicon of this so far little-known language contributes to various aspects of Chadic/Afro-Asiatic comparative-historical phonology and lexicon.
The history of Bidiya č-is apparently more complex than that of ǯ-(< AA *ǯ-). We wish to use the new Bidiya lexicon for clarifying the Afro-Asiatic correspondences of this problematic affricate (č-).
Bdy.
• čebilo (masc.) "rat rouge (à queue touffue)" [AJ 1989, 63 ] ||| SCu.: Dahalo cēßi [ts-] "shrew (?)" [EEN 1989, 9] . 
Bdy.
• čoon "regarder en haut" [AJ 1989, 64 
• čaan "chercher, enquéter", cf. čagàn [epenthetic *-"-> -g-?] "chercher" [AJ 1989 , 62] || WCh.: Diri šaanu "to ask" [Skn. 1977, 19 ] ||| Sem. *ŝ 1 ny: e.g. MSA: Jbl. ŝíní "2. to choose" [Jns. 1981, 253 ] ||| Eg. šnj "1. amtlich untersuchen, Nachfragen richten an jemanden, 2. fragen, eine Frage stellen" (MK, Wb I 495) = "1. to litigate (OK), 2. question (s'one) (Lit. MK), 3. inquire (into a matter) (XVIII.)" (FD 268).
• čiw "marécage" [AJ 1989, 64] 
• ǯaal "avoir honte" [AJ 1989, 83] , Migama ǯàalò "avoir honte" [JA 1992 , 94] ||| Sem. *dll: cp. esp. OSA (Sabaic) h-dll (caus.) "1. to bring low so., 2. condemn" [SD 39], Maghrebi Ar. dall "se décourager, se démoraliser" [DRS] | MSA *dll "to be afraid" [GT]: Hrs. delīl "coward" [Jns. 1977, 28] , Jbl. dell "to be afraid" [Jns. 1981, 46] , Mhr. d‹l "to be afraid" [Jns. 1987, 80] .
• Dlg. 1983, 139; OS 1988, 79; Mlt.-Stl. 1990, 58; Blz. 1992, 157; OREL 1993, 43 ; HSED #2660.
• ǯoot "tirer" [AJ 1989, 85] 
